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Wedding receptions can range from low-key family gatherings to a full-blown extravaganza for the entire neighborhood. What's right for you? Advertising Advertising Advertising Our editors independently explore, test, and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for
purchases made from our chosen links. PHOTO MORGANE LAY AND JONNY COCHERANE Don't sound completely extra, but we're all on the trend of wearing a wedding dress for your wedding party. If you're the type of bride-to-be who can't settle for a single wedding look (so.many.options.), a second dress reception is the perfect way
to show your unique bridal style and rock two looks you just can't decide between. When it comes to weddings, we believe there are no rules, it's your wedding your way. So even if you have a super casual backyard wedding and feel like slipping into a second look the climb goes for it! While the second look might feel like a waste, there
are plenty of budget-friendly dresses out there that practically feel and look couture. The reception dress can transform its appearance completely and for many brides, it is an opportunity to turn into an outfit that is not only fun and stylish, but comfortable too. Mini dresses crafted from body hugging fabrics or embellished with allover
sequins are a popular second look go-to because they look particularly different from a wedding dress and are easy to work in a room (and dance!). For a minimalist bride who covets clean lines and sleek silhouettes, a simple and chic slip dress is never disappointing. Summer bride will appreciate quickly turn into a style made of light and
airy fabrics such as linen and cotton. If you're headed to the town hall for your nuptials, modern overalls and structured sets are the perfect complement to any court wedding. And finally, for the bold bride willing to make a statement, there are plenty of styles to be found in pretty pastel hues and unexpectedly vibrant prints. Whether you
have black-tie weddings or casual at-home nuptials, ahead, we are the curator of the best wedding reception dresses for every bride's style and budget. With slightly puffed shoulders and a figure-flattering bodice, this reformation dress is the epitome of relaxed elegance. Slip this style into a completely effortless second look. Who says the
reception dress can not be a little extra? This mini dress features a dramatic detachable bow perfect when it's time to hit the dancefloor. If you like the idea of wearing a dress for your ceremony, but want something a little different in your reception look, consider this silky skirt and top of Floravere. This versatile set can be worn again and
again long after you say: I do. Warmer seasons require shorter hemlines and feminine information such as shoulder bows and flouncy Wear yours with minimalist nude sandals or a couple of summer ready espadrilles. Change the reception dress pretty much signals that it's time to really get the celebration started, it's fun with your look!
We love this body-skimming midi dress complete with a unique feather hem for you from the reception afterparty. If you're a bride who wants to show a little leather and move into the dancefloor with ease you'll love this lace two-piece whistle with a slightly cropped top and high/low hemline that barely grazes the floor. Courtesy of Danielle
Frankel known for her cool-girl aesthetic and androgynous vibe, bridal brand Danielle Frankel has worn celebrities from Zoe Kravitz to Erin Foster. Scoop up one of their coveted styles like this impeccably chic double-breasted jacket perfect for an ultra-trendy wedding reception look. All eyes will be on you when you make your entrance to
this pearly and impossibly chic silk satin dress designed with a minimalist bride in mind. Courtesy of Matchesfashion Admission dress is by no means more casual than your wedding dress. We love this structured outfit, which includes soft details, such as a shoulder bow and a delicate ruffle black tie for the wedding. Nothing says
celebration like an allover sequin mini. This sparkly number was born on the dancefloor and on the afterparty, which goes late at night (and in the morning!). If the shade of champagne is not your vibe, this Retrofête dress also comes in white and silver. If you are focused on purifying the lines and sleek design, choose a look that feels a
little more customized. This floral architecture jacket is paired with a soft and etheist skirt combination that looks both structured and soft. Who says you have to wear white for your wedding or for some of your other parties? Whether you choose to wear a colorful dress down the aisle or your reception this Marchesa Notte dress soft
lavender hue is perfect for a spring or summer wedding. Courtesy of Moda Operandi If anyone knows their way around the wedding dress and party looks, it's Carolina Herrea. This modern yet feminine style is the only reception dress you need for your official wedding. Wear your with notice making shoes or keep accessories just for a
more pared-back look. Overalls are a popular reception choice and for good reasons. Not only are they sle who and fashionable, but they're incredibly easy to move around, making their cinch work room and show off their signature moves to the dancefloor. For brides who crave a little glitz and glam bet at an affordable price, we've got
you covered! This style from ASOS features a simple but beautiful silhouette embellished with allover sequins perfect for a summer bride looking for a little sparkle. Courtesy of David's Wedding For a completely unique and 80's inspired look, choose this long sleeve Dress. Retro details such as puff sleeves and gold buttons will stun in
every photo op. Courtesy of Saks Fifth Avenue Nothing says summer or warm weather just like a loop of lace and linen and this Zimmermann style is both! After the ceremony, slip into this light, breezy dress of light and carefree appearance. If you're a bride looking for a little whim when it comes to your bridal style, check out this fun
sequin mini that says it all. Courtesy of Moda Operandi For the bride who leans on the classic and traditional aesthetic we've found this midi dress from Carolina Herrera. Featuring a subtle bow on the bodice and crafted from light silk, this style is perfect for a summer or city wedding. Courtesy of David's Wedding This White by Vera
Wang plus size mini dress is from a designer party collection making it a no-brainer choice for a bride who is looking for something particularly fun and sparkly on their wedding day. Feminine with a modern twist, this versatile cocktail dress could easily be worn at your engagement party, rehearsal dinner, or as a second look on your
wedding day. If it's a subtle sparkle that you're prone to, this v-neck number features allover sequins from more muted and less metal varieties. This dress was designed with hidden pockets perfect for stashing your lipstick and phone! If you're a minimalist bride who covets simple silhouettes and clean lines, then choose an effortlessly
chic slip dress. We love this high neck dress that dips beautifully at the back. You can never go wrong with a modern this dress. This style from Amsale features sexy high slits and a unique back crafted from delicate mesh panels. Courtesy of Tadashi Shoji Show off its legs in a body hugging mini dress complete with a plunging neckline
and graphic floral lace. Peplum hem provides the dress with movement, making it ideal for dancing. Unique details, such as the asymmetrical neckline and ruffle bell sleeve, made this dress save the rest. Courtesy of Moda Operandi This Alexis dress features soft pleats that move when you move. Crafted from glossy georgette fabric in
this style exudes old Hollywood glamour. If you are getting married in spring or summer, where floral motifs are a must, if you are looking for something that is anything but bridal white, then this vibrant one-shoulder dress is the perfect fit. Brides use cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using brides, you agree to our use
of cookies. While bringing envelopes of cash for the day and wrapped in wedding gifts for acceptance (rather than shipping them directly from the wedding register to the couple's home) may seem more, they are, in fact, not. Any wedding planner will tell you that more often than not, a handful of guests end up bringing wedding gifts to the
reception, only to end up wandering around the miserable trying to figure out leave them. To keep the confusion to a minimum and help streamline the gift of the ity, we asked wedding planner and registry expert extraordinaire Jung Lee that guests should give their wedding gifts at the reception. First, Lee recommends choosing the
designated person responsible for collecting wedding gifts, because not planning ahead of time can explain the trouble. When people bring gifts to weddings and there is no one special who is responsible for it as a planner, gifts and cards are usually lost or, worse, stolen, says Lee. Couples prefer gifts sent to them before or after the
wedding. But with that said, we know that there are guests who prefer and will give gifts for the wedding. Instead of decorating a box or birdcage on a gift table, Lee recommends finding a separate room in which to store gifts and cards, and one trusted person to take them from guests and store them there. It seems to me that bad taste is
a box because it is perceived as asking for money. But another issue with this approach is that it shows everyone who is an opportunist where all the money is. Unfortunately, you have to think that its sometimes, even in a joyous occasion like a wedding! Most places have a safe space for a couple or bridal party to keep all their personal
items. If not, gifts can be with a coat to check, as is usually safe, or ask your catering director if they can offer a private office or other space to hold gifts. Usually your wedding planner or coordinator is available to collect your guest's gifts and store them in that room (just be sure to confirm with them in advance!). But if you haven't hired
one, appoint either a maid of honor or the best man as the keeper of the gifts. Before the ceremony, ask them to take all the cards and gifts as they arrive and put them in a safe room. As guests give cards to you or your partner, simply put them back to this wedding party member who can then take them to a safe storage area. Tip for a
person collecting all wedding gifts? I like all the cards so everyone goes in one bag or container, which is then placed in another larger bag that remains closed, explains Lee. In this way, all cards are consolidated at the end of the night. Now that's one less thing you have to worry about! See More: 50 Unique Wedding Gift Ideas That Fit
All Of Your Guests' Budgets
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